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Abstract
Project iDisorder is an integrated, intuitive and user-friendly online resource package
which aims to raise awareness of a lesser well known diseases in Internet addiction. It
also hopes to educate Singaporean teens on Internet addiction as well as provide ways
to curb this addiction before it negatively affects Singaporean teens’ daily lives, whether
in studies or interaction with family. Our resource package provides comprehensive
guides in the form of text, videos and infographics in order to guide Singaporean teens
down the right path. It houses updated information from various organisations across
Singapore such as MindCare Therapy Suites and its Principal Clinical Psychologist, Mr
Gifford Chan. There is also an interactive forum for teens to interact with people who
are facing the same problem or have already been rehabilitated, as well as raise
questions on anything related to the topic or share their views. In this day and age
where almost everyone owns a smartphone, our project will have a large outreach as all
our resources will be online for their convenience and viewing pleasure

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale
Internet addiction is one of the less well-known forms of addiction but seems to have as
large a detrimental effect as any other addiction. Thus we would like to raise awareness
of this addiction, especially targeted to those who do not treat it as a serious problem.
Furthermore, many generalise Internet addiction instead of approaching different
aspects with the appropriate solution so they may think that they are not addicted to the
internet or are unable to deal with it. Also, we believe that prevention is better than cure,
hence it would be best to deal with this addiction in its earlier stages before it manifests
in teens.
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1.2 Objectives
● Raise awareness about the various aspects of internet addiction
● Educate Singaporean teens about internet addiction
● Teach them how to identify if internet addiction is affecting their lives and what
aspect of internet addiction is causing it
● Suggest options to take to prevent and deal with it

1.3 Target Audience
Our target audience was Singaporean teens (13-16) as we believe that although young
adults and other age groups may be susceptible to this addiction, teens are more likely
to give in. Also, targeting the teen group allows us to tackle the root of the problem and
prevent it from snowballing into something irreversible.We chose Singaporean teens
because we are able to reach out to them the most easily and are also able to think
from their perspective.

1.4 Resources
The resources created for this project was a website, a short animated film, an
infographic, a self check quiz to test for internet addiction and a forum for
discussion on internet addiction. These resources were chosen as they present
the information is as many aspects as possible, allowing the users a wide variety
of options to view from.
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2 REVIEW
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● Over half of Singaporeans (52%) state that they are not capable of lasting up to
12 hours without internet access, according to a survey by Tata Communications
● Average Singapore respondent can survive only 7.3 hours without his or her
internet fix, same survey
● A total of 43% of Singapore respondents said they spend more than six hours a
day surfing the web, much higher than the global average of 29%, stated by
CNBC
● ‘Internet addiction closely resembles an impulse c ontrol disorder. She described
8 common signs of internet addiction which are based largely on the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) criteria for
pathological gambling.’ (IMH report July 2014)
● The common features include preoccupation with the target activity, development
of intolerance and withdrawal symptoms, compulsive need to engage in activity
or a sense of loss of control, unsuccessful attempts to stop or cut down, and
neglect of social, academic and occupational obligations with functional
impairment. (IMH report July 2014)
● Current resources and websites on Internet addiction do provide great insights
into the topic, but are clearly too wordy and unappealing
● This information could be more condensed and clearer
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Needs Analysis
A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of such a project. We sent
out a questionnaire to teens aged 13-16 from various schools across Singapore and got
a total of 47 respondents. Our survey found that most of our respondents felt the
compulsive need to use the Internet in undesirable situations and were unable to control
themselves. This feedback confirmed that Internet addiction was indeed plaguing the
teenage population in Singapore. Furthermore, the open-ended responses led us to
believe that Singaporeans do indeed lack the knowledge on how to deal with such an
addiction.

3.2 Survey Results
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Open ended questions:
Why do you think people are addicted to the internet?
● Common responses:
○ A way to pass time
○ A way to relieve stress
○ Addicted to knowing more about others’ lives
○ Games give us a sense of achievement
○ Sense of satisfaction after buying product
○ Scared of being left out

What do you think are effective methods to curb internet addiction?
● Common responses:
○ Spend more time interacting with others
○ Put electronics away when trying to focus
○ Limit gaming time
○ Develop self-control
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3.3 Development of Resources
We gathered information from various reliable online sources and experts such as Mr
Gifford Chan, a clinical psychologist from MindCare therapy suites, to aid us and certify
our product. This information was then collated and condensed into our website. To aid
the website’s visual aspect, we included Infographics and videos, including a short
animation that we created. A forum for discussion was also included to make the
website more interactive. A self-test quiz was also included to aid teens in figuring out
their level of Internet addiction, thereafter providing them with the appropriate methods
of recovery, one of which includes links to external organisations with trained experts.

3.4 Pilot Test
A pilot test was carried out on a total of 43 people within the specified age group across
different schools in Singapore. This served as a wide range of audience as they were all
from different backgrounds. We gave them 2 seperate quizzes, one before and the
other after we demoed our product, to test their knowledge on the topic. Generally,
there was a large improvement in the scores of the 2 quizzes, with the one after the quiz
having almost perfect scores and being answered in a shorter amount of time. The
feedback given was also positive, with productive criticism being provided. This was
especially important as it showed that our product was serving its purpose well and
helping our target audience effectively.

Specialists in the field such as Mr Gifford Chan also viewed and reviewed our product.
He praised our product for having accurate information and certified our product, but
also gave us valuable feedback, such as the website being too bright and happy for a
supposedly sad addiction which was something we failed to consider. This, along with
some other suggestions, were eventually incorporated into our product.
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4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION
Although the project obtained positive feedback when pilot-tested, we realised that our
product only adhered to those who had mild internet addiction, we were unable to help
those that were deep into internet addiction so we linked them to external organisations
such as NAMS. We also added a disclaimer saying that our website was only useful to
those with mild addiction. We would also like to make and add more infographics and
videos with better quality if possible.

5 CONCLUSION
IDisorder had been a challenging project to undertake as it required many hours of
rigorous work to design the website, make videos and infographics, collate the
information as well as polishing our website to make it as appealing as possible. Time
management skills were key as we not only had to fit the busy schedule of all project
members, but also the key personnels and experts involved. Creativity was also
required in order to design our resources and make them appealing yet different from
others. Furthermore, this process challenged our critical thinking skills as we needed to
sieve out all the irrelevant information from websites.Overall, the whole journey was a
greatly enriching experience for us, learning about internet addiction and at the same
time helping others. This had been a truly insightful journey for us as we learnt about all
our strengths and weaknesses and how to improve on them.
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